Release Notes for 3/23/2017 WISEid/WISEstaff Production Release
(WISEid Core Apps Sprint 131 2-Week Work Cycle)
Feature Title

Notes

WISEid: Bug Fix-- The Potential Matches Filter by Upload
Local Person ID Type works again.

On the Review Matches pages the filter
that allows you to filter for Staff vs
Student uploads was broken but is now
fixed and working.

WISEstaff: Bug Hotfix-- Contract Upload values will not
update to null after data is set.

We fixed an issue where if a value for a
person’s contract was set to any value, a
future upload can’t set it back to null. We
also found a similar issue with UI if values
were set, but if you later tried to set any of
the values back to null, the whole record
changes were blocked. This is fixed, so
values will no longer be nulled.

WISEstaff: Aggregate Assignment Report is available.

We created a report of all the Aggregate
Assignment FTE with sums. The Report is
on the WISEstaff tab under
Reports/Validations. It’s titled Aggregate
Staff Report.

WISEstaff: All Staff Report Header now displays the
selected year instead of always showing the current
year.

WISEstaff: Contract UI allows you to save without
running validation.

WISEstaff: DPIMaster is now receiving updates for
closed schools and agencies.

We fixed an issue on the All Staff Report
when years other than the current year
were selected the title on the report didn’t
adjust to say the correct year. Now it
displays the selected year.
When saving Contract UI edits, the
validation is taking a while. To
compensate we have split Save from Run
Validation into two separate buttons. If
you just click Save, validation will not run,
but your changes will save. You can run
the validation for all changes from
Validate Staff Data instead. If you click
Run Validation, it will both save values and
run validation for that record, which may
take about 30 seconds more.
There were about 40 schools marked open
that were in fact closed. We fixed the
logic, so the validation messages about

these closed schools missing staff will
work correctly and will not create false
messages.
WISEstaff: FTE, Contract Days, and Salary Data
Validation Report changes made to FTE data.

We made corrections to the Data
Validation Report - FTE, Contract Days,
and Salary. Report is limited to FTE from
assignments of type 0, Professional Special
Education, and type 1, Professional
Regular Education, that are not
subcontracted. We also added a footnote
to this fact.

WISEstaff: FTE, Contract Days, and Salary Report can
now be downloaded.

We created a CSV download button for
the FTE, Contract Days, and Salary Report.

WISEstaff: Local Experience compared to Total
Experience validation waits for correction when Local
Experience entered exceeds the total.

In the Contract UI when Local Experience
is greater than Total Experience when
attempting to save it should keep the
Contract edit open until you correct this
issue and save with the correct values.
We still have an issue where you can’t
easily differentiate between issues on the
Contract that you can save with versus
those it will block you from saving. All are
in red, and it's not even very clear the
record didn’t save. We will be fixing that in
the next release.

